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1 ????????? 18?93 ?3?83?
2 ?????? 17?57 ?3?14?
3 ????? 13?56 ?2?87?
4 ????? 14?27 ?2?23?
5 ??? 12?60 ?2?48?
???? 29?71 ?5?68?
1 ???????????????????????? 3?83 ?0?92?
2 ???????????????? 3?64 ?1?04?
3 ??????????????????????? 3?64 ?1?00?
4 ???????????????????????? 3?51 ?0?94?
5 ??????????????????????? 4?08 ?0?85?
6 ????????????????? 3?67 ?0?96?
7 ?????????????????????????? 3?62 ?0?94?



















































1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
?????????? ?
??????????? .81** ?
???????? .81** .53** ?
??????? .69** .34** .50** ?
??????? .70** .55** .47** .29** ?
????? .81** .56** .57** .55** .51** ?
?????? .46** .30** .47** .19* .42** .41** ?
?????????? −.30** −.14 −.25** −.11 −.49** −.25** −.34** ?
????????? −.37** −.28** −.34** −.18* −.40** −.26** −.52** .44** ?

























































N M ?SD? N M ?SD? N M ?SD? F ? p
1 ?????????? 94 79?48 ?11?05? 45 73?96 ?9?46? 23 71?96 ?12?47? 6?72* 1?2?3
2 ?????????? 98 79?55 ?10?84? 44 73?95 ?9?50? 19 70?37 ?13?03? 8?14*** 1?2?3
3 ??????? 47 82?57 ?9?96? 83 75?79 ?10?10? 32 71?34 ?12?38? 11?70*** 1?2?3




























































































RESIRIENT SCHOOLS:Building and Sustaining
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